Cooper, Claire

Subject: Sid Commons

From: Dov Pope
Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2020 7:48 PM
To: davekingpcc@gmail.com; Barrett, Teresa <tbarrett@cityofpetaluma.org>; Fischer, D'Lynda <dfischer@cityofpetaluma.org>; Healy, Mike <mhealy@cityofpetaluma.org>; Kearney, Gabe <gkearney@cityofpetaluma.org>; McDonnell, Kevin <kmcdonnell@cityofpetaluma.org>; Miller, Kathy <kmiller@cityofpetaluma.org>; King, Dave <dking@cityofpetaluma.org>; -- City Clerk <CityClerk@cityofpetaluma.org>
Subject: Sid Commons

Dear City Council,

Please continue to vote no on the Sid Commons development. Protecting wetlands is one critical step that an elected body like yourselves can do to help make Petaluma a progressive town in the face of climate change. There are plants, animals and humans that need this area to remain a natural part of our water and drainage system.

Thank you for the work you do.
Dov Pope